Thursday, April 12 – Bracket I

**Session 1**
Hillel 1:00-2:20 (Political Science)
Judges: Drs. Sam Arnold and Ralph Carter

Chanel Vismara
Keeping Our Distance: How Fear and Ethnocentrism Affect Attitudes on Terrorism Policy

Danny Athenour
Democracy and Disgust: Opinion Priming for Military Intervention

Andrew Erickson
Lobbying and the Regulatory Environment

Amy Wheeler
Political-Based Variance in Female-Friendly Environment Across the United States: Effects on the Justice Process of Sexual Assault

Jonas Heering
Party Switching, Public Opinion and Populism: Exploring Electoral Volatility in Central and Eastern Europe

Paige Losack
Probability of Reforming American Health Care: Reform Inspired by the United Kingdom and Sweden

**Session 2**
Beck 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. Brie Diamond and Peter Worthing

Emily Fletcher
Imperium et Libertas: Public Opinion and the British Strategy in Egypt

Veronika Bondarenko
The Little Soviet That Could

Kathryn Colley
Stalin: An Enemy of an Enemy Makes a Friend

Sarah Aldridge
The Ghost of Banquo: Russia at the Paris Peace Conference

**Session 3**
Miller 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. Ronald Burns and Jill Havens
Title: The Mola and Modernity: Guna History and Culture
Chair: Naomi Henn

Kirsten Lamb
“The Guna and the Globe”: Background and Major Twentieth-Century Themes

William Harville
The Mola and Matriarchy

Paige Hoffmann
Guna Aesthetics and the Early Mola

Tucker Wilkie
“Mola in the Marketplace”: The Commercialization of Indigenous Dress

Thursday, April 12 – Bracket II

Session 1
Zeidman 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. Karen Martin and Marie Schein

Josh Jackson
A Crisis of Faith, Scary Popes, and William Gladstone

Shelby Wildish
How Does One Comfort the Diverse Many?

Orlexia Thomas
An Historical Analysis of the Islamic Association of Tarrant County

McLaren Martin
You’ve Got a Deal”: Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s Foreign Policy During the Vietnam War

Session 2
Clinkscale 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. John Lovett and Amina Zarrugh
Title: British Women Throughout the Ages
Chair: Lauren Waldman

Lauren Waldman
Fighting Their Way to Suffrage: How the Militant Efforts of the WSPU Influenced the Voting Records of Parliament

Sidney Miller
A Prime Minister Without a Gender: Margaret Thatcher’s Political Denial of Femininity

Grace Backus
A Fatal Female: A Trial by Opinion

Session 3
Davis 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. Nadia Lahutsky and Carol Thompson

Grayson Cash Scott
“Utter Honesty”: The Classical Dialectic and Rhetoric in the Public Interest

Caleb Dena
Hawala as an Islamic State Center of Gravity
Iona Kearney
The Effects of Mass Shootings on Housing Prices

Hannah Parry
Gender Bias in Public Perceptions of Sex Offender Sentencing

Session 4
Gerens 1:00-2:20
Judges: Drs. Kendra Bowen and Ryan Schmitz

Steven Summerville
On Connecting Eras with a Bridge of Whalebone: An Analysis of Melville’s Literary Prescience

Ali Haider
Power and Subordination in Moby Dick and Its Legacy and Adaptations

Austin Shaw
The Space Between: An Analysis of the Semiotic Interplay between Cinema and Literature as Present in Children of Men

Duncan McHarg
From His Father’s Shadow

Thursday, April 12 – Bracket III

Session 1
Hillel 3:00-4:45 (Political Science)
Judges: Drs. Vanessa Bouché and Eric Cox

Ryan DeTamable
"Expressing" the Effects of Economic Freedom

Daniel Boatwright
Who We’ve Been All Along: Trends in Partisan Ambivalence

Emilie Mahoney
Gender Equality Through the Division of Labor

Kristy Cole
Enhancing Humanity: A Discussion of Better Than Human

Christiane Catoe
The Democratic Potential of Dance: Proposing Public Dance as a Cultivator of Civic Virtues

Jillian Leslie
The Grass is Always Greener: The Role of Rural Resentment in Economic Perceptions

Session 2
Acuff 3:40-5:00
Judges: Drs. Bonnie Blackwell and Sodiq Yushau
Title: “Mindfulness and Millennials” Honors Colloquium
Chair: Joei Velten

Megan Bowers
Mindfulness, Meditation, and Headaches

Lexi Endicott
Mitigating the Mindless Mouthful through Moderation, Manipulation, and Mindfulness

Sean Kelly
Spiritual but Not Religious: Exploring the Cultural Phenomenon of Spiritual Desire

Joei Velten
Attaining Peak Performance: The Role of Mindfulness Practices in Sport Psychology

**Session 3**
Miller 3:40-5:00
Judges: Drs. Dianne Hobbs and Steven Sloan

Hannah Richstein
The French Colonial Impact on the Women and Literature of the Maghreb

Emma Brilleslyper
The Forgotten Contributions of Marie Curie: Science and Society

Krystin Pickering
Intersections in Gender and Culture: How Violence Reveals the View of Gender in Traditional Maghrebian Societies and French Colonial Maghreb

Natalia Zagajewska
El sincretismo religioso maya reflejado en la cruz

**Thursday, April 12 – Creative Writing**

**Session 1**
Clinkscale 2:30-3:45
Judges: Drs. Regan Boxwell and Miguel Leatham

Hayley Zablotsky
Strange Men

Kaylee Bowers
Burnout

Polley Poer
Brother

**Session 2**
Davis 2:30-3:45
Judges: Drs. Mark Dennis and Michael Katovich
Title: Honors Creative Theses
Chair: Garrett Gomez
Annelise Severtson
Flight

Hannah Taylor
Screening Room

Elle Meyers
That One Time I Felt Like a Conservative

Garrett Gomez
We Don’t Owe Nothing

**Session 3**
Zeidman 2:30-3:45
Judges: *Drs. Douglas Butler and Chantel Langlinais Carlson*
Title: Fiction
Chair: Abigail Jennings

Abigail Jennings
Looking-Glass

Brittany Bunzey
The Lone Tree

Michael Lostritto
Loss

Elizabeth Afeman
Little Lightning Kisses

**Session 4**
Zeidman 3:50-5:00
Judges: *Drs. Tatiana Arguelo and Michelle Edwards*
Title: Poetry
Chair: Karenne Koessler

Kareen Koessler   Abbie Mueller   Lucy Mariani   Lauren Conte

**Session 5**
Davis 3:50-5:00
Judges: *Drs. Santiago Piñon and Jodi Campbell*
Title: Poetry
Chair: Nathan Ching

Nathan Ching   Andreley Bjelland   Hayden Hane   Melissa Countryman

**Thursday, April 12 – Poster Session**
BLUU Mezzanine 3:00-5:00
Judges: *Drs. Stacie Merken and Keith Whitworth*
Rhonda Chambers
Bee-nefits of Pollination

Christina Clanton
American Biases: How Racial Profiles of Mass Violence Suspects Influence Public Opinion

Caroline Sage
Never Surrender: Churchill’s Political Battles to Fight Nazi Aggression

Joyce Ramsey
Leading the Way: Great Britain and Nuclear Weapons

Pamela Ahern
The Jacobite Rising of 1745 and the Destruction of Highland Culture

Josh Jackson
The Bell Tower & The Spire

Mirko Murillo
Shifting Tides: British Public Opinion During the American Civil War

Friday, April 13 – 1:00-2:20 – Semifinal

Bracket I
Hillel
Judges: Drs. Maria Ciriza Lope and Chantel Langlinais Carlson

Bracket II
Miller
Judges: Drs. Peter Worthing and Antoinette E. DeNapoli

Bracket III
Zeidman
Judges: Drs. Tatiana Arguelo and Joddy Murray

Friday, April 13 – 1:00-2:45 – Final: Creative Writing
Beck and Geren
Judges: Drs. Bonnie Blackwell and Santiago Piñon

Friday, April 13 – 3:00-4:20 – Final: Ted Talk
Beck and Geren
Judges: Drs. David Grant, Benjamin Ireland, and Jeffrey Todd

Friday, April 13 – 4:45 – Awards Presentation for Creative Writing and Ted Talk Competitions

Support AddRan student presenters with your attendance!

For additional information, please contact Festival Co-chairs David Sandell (d.sandell@tcu.edu) or Keith Whitworth (k.whitworth@tcu.edu).